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Dear Valuable Customer, 

Text Approach is a professional data analytic startup that solves human language 
challenges in Big Data and social media using the most advanced natural language 
processing technics, multilingual text analytics and fast, cost-effective natural language 
interfaces (NLUI). We have long been providing professional services to well-known 
clients and organizations worldwide. 

Text Approach provides also language solution services. We have a team of resources 
specialists, we translate and localize huge range of diverse materials, everything from 
business cards to books, conversations, contracts and software applications. Text 
Approach is working with the following pair of languages: 

English to Arabic - (MSA + North African dialects) 
English to French - (France + North Africa) 

English to Finnish (Finland) 
French to Arabic (MSA + North African dialects) 

Our aim is to provide high quality translations with a competitive price rate for the 
customer's satisfaction. We understand the importance of the deadlines and the accuracy, 
as a constant rule to follow in every work we do, providing high quality and flawless 
translations to our customers. Our working experience as freelance translators include a 
wide range of companies in the United States and Europe.  

Besides, we provide a full chart of digital services related to translations, as digital online 
services (website design or translation), working also actively in the press and printing 
industry (brochures, leaflets, magazines, catalogs, forms, etc.), with full knowledge of 
desktop publishing software as InDesign and Microsoft Publisher. We also work in the 
editing industry for publicity for the advertising campaigns of our customers. We are able 
to provide final documents, translated, with outstanding quality and ready for professional 
press and printing. 

We would be honored to have you as our customer.  

Sincerely,  

Text Approach 

------------------  

Text Approach Language Solutions 

Tel. +44 238 194 3397 
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